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Abstract: In Elastic Optical Networks (EONs)
with flexible bandwidth allocation, the blocking probability is high because of spectral contention. Similar to the functionality of wavelength conversion in Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM) networks, waveband conversion has been proposed to solve spectral
contention in EONs. In this paper, we discuss
the design of node architectures for an EON
with waveband conversion. Four node architectures with shared Tuneable Waveband Converters (TWBCs) are proposed, and their blocking performances are evaluated by simulation.
Simulation results show that the blocking probability of a node is significantly improved by
waveband conversion. The sharing efficiency
of waveband converters is also investigated.
Simulation results show that at the same blocking rate, the node architecture with converters
shared per node can save more than 20% waveband converters compared with that of the one
with converters shared per link.
Key words: EON; TWBC; node architecture;
blocking probability

I. INTRODUCTION
As the rapid growth of online population and
the explosion of new applications, the Internet
traffic is believed to keep increasing and the
bandwidth requirements are more variable. On
the other hand, the optical network which supports the Internet traffic is gradually approaching its physical capacity limit [1]. In traditional Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing (WDM)
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network, the minimal granularity is a wavelength (100 or 50 GHz), which is not fine enough for efficient bandwidth allocation. With
the progress in optical transmission technologies, such as Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) [2] and Single-Carrier
Frequency Division Multiplexing (SCFDM)
[3], the elastic optical network [4-5] has been
proposed to support flexible bandwidth allocation at much finer granularity (10 GHz or less).
Furthermore, the spectrum efficiency in Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) is high with small guard bands as subbands are all orthogonal.
However, flexible-bandwidth EONs will cause severe spectral fragmentation and high
spectral contention [6]. Waveband conversion
has been proposed to solve this problem. The
technique principle of waveband conversion
[7-9] is similar to that of wavelength conversion
in WDM network, which is based on FourWave Mixing (FWM). Compared with wavelength conversion in WDM network, the technique requirements of waveband conversion
for EONs are more challenging, such as supporting flexible bandwidth and being tuneable
at fine granularity. One of the feasible candidates is the Highly Nonlinear Fibre (HNLF) [1012]. The feasibility of waveband conversion
for spectral defragmentation in EONs has been
experimentally demonstrated [13].
In this paper, we focus on the design of node
architectures for EON with waveband conversion. Node architectures for WDM networks
with wavelength conversion have been exten-
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The node architectures for EONs with waveband conversion are
proposed and their blocking performances
are compared. TWBCs
are used to realise the
function of waveband
conversion. Simulation
results show that the
node architecture with
TWBC shared by the
whole node can achieve the best blocking
performance with the
fewest converters.

sively studied [14-21]. The node architectures
for EONs are different from those for WDM
networks because the key devices and switching fabric have been changed. In EONs, waveband converters should support bandwidths
varying from one subband (at the granularity
of 10 GHz or even less) to one superchannel
consisting of tens or even hundreds of subbands. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the
node architectures for EON integrating waveband conversion. We propose and compare
four different node architectures, which are
distinguished by the placement and sharing
schemes of TWBCs. The key components of
the four node architectures are analysed. Furthermore, the blocking performances of them
are compared by simulation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
In Section II, we compare the switching fabric
of WDM networks and EONs, and explain
why the node architectures with wavelength
conversion proposed in WDM networks are
not applicable in EONs. In Section III, four
node architectures for EONs with waveband
conversion are proposed and compared in detail. The blocking performances of the four
node architectures are evaluated by simulation
in Section IV. Finally, the last section is the
conclusion.

II. SWITCHING FABRIC OF WDM
NETWORKS AND EONS
In this section, we briefly compare the switching fabric of WDM networks and EONs. In
WDM networks, the wavelengths are fixed
with the standard ITU-T frequency grids. The
switching fabric is usually composed of Multiplexer (MUX), Demultiplexer (DEMUX) and
Photonic Cross-Connection (PXC) with large
port counts [21]. As shown in Figure 1 (a), the
key device of the switching fabric is (N*W)×
(N*W) PXC, where N is the node degree and W
is the number of wavelengths in one input/
output link. Since the cost of PXC is related
with the port count, multi-granular optical switching has been proposed to reduce the port
count [22].
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Fig.1 Comparison of switching fabrics (a) WDM
networks (b) EONs

In WDM networks, the wavelength converters can be integrated with the switching
fabric easily. Two node architectures for
WDM networks with wavelength conversion
are shown in Figure 2 (a) and 2 (b), where
Wavelength Converters (WCs) are dedicated
and shared by the node [20]. In the dedicated
approach (shown in Figure 2 (a)), each wavelength of the input links has one dedicated WC.
For a node with N input links and W wavelengths for each link, the total number of WCs
required is N*W. In the shared approach (shown in Figure 2 (b)), a limited number of WCs
are shared by all the input links in the node.
With N*M shared WCs, the port count of PXC
should increase from N*W to N*(W+M). Generally, a relatively smaller number of WCs in
the shared approach can approximate the blocking performance with the dedicated approach,
which means the WCs are more efficiently used
in the shared approach. The cost is that the
PXC should support a larger port count, which is
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a trade-off.
In EONs, wavebands are bandwidth-flexible with mini-grid or even gridless [23]. Therefore, the conventional switching fabric composed of DEMUX, MUX and PXC in WDM
networks is not applicable in EONs. Bandwidth-Variable Waveband Selective Switch (BVWSS) [4] is introduced to switch wavebands
with flexible bandwidth. As shown in Figure 1
(b), the switching fabric in EONs is composed
of BV-WSSs and couplers. There is one BVWSS in each input link, where wavebands with
different output links are separated. At the output links, the wavebands from different inputs
are combined by a coupler. In this switching
fabric, in each input link, only the wavebands
for different output links are separated, which
is unlike the case in WDM networks. The wavebands with same output link are switched as
a whole unit. However, if waveband conversion is introduced, these wavebands should be
separated before they can be converted. Therefore, additional devices should be introduced
to integrate the TWBCs with the switching
fabric in EONs.

III. NODE ARCHITECTURES FOR EONS
WITH WAVEBAND CONVERSION
In this section, we investigate the design of node
architectures for EONs with waveband conversion, including node architectures, structural contentions and key devices.
The basic parameters of the node are set as
follows. The node degree is N, which means
there are N input links and N output links. The
node is equipped with M*N TWBCs, i.e., M
TWBCs for each input link. For simplicity, the
node is merely a switching node, while the
add/drop function is not considered.

3.1 Node architectures
In EONs, TWBCs should be shared in the
node because of the high cost. Similar to the
sharing schemes of wavelength converters in
WDM networks [17], there are two approaches to share the TWBCs: shared per link
and shared per node. In the former, TWBCs
are shared only by each input/output link, while
China Communications • August 2013

Fig.2 Node architectures of WDM network with wavelength conversion (a) dedicated
(b) shared

in the latter TWBCs are shared by the whole
node. Based on the placement and sharing schemes of TWBCs, we propose four node architectures depicted in Figure 3 (a-d), which are
denoted as Node Architecture I (NA-I ) to NAIV. Among the four node architectures, the
first three are classified as “shared per link”,
and the last one is “shared per node”.
NA-I has been proposed in Ref. [13], which
focuses on spectral defragmentation. As shown
in Figure 3 (a), in this architecture, waveband
conversion is performed before switching,
while the basic switching fabric remains unchanged. At each input link, the wavebands
which need to be converted are firstly separated from the unconverted wavebands and
sent to the TWBC pool for conversion. After
conversion, the converted wavebands are converged back with the unconverted wavebands
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Fig.3 Node architectures for EONs with waveband conversion (a) NA-I (b) NA-II (c) NA-III (d) NA-IV

from the same input link by a coupler. Finally
the defragmented signals are switched by the
switching fabric which consists of BV-WSSs
and couplers.
NA-II is a modification of NA-I, where waveband conversion is integrated with the switching fabric. As shown in Figure 3 (b), the
unconverted wavebands are directly switched
to the output links, while the wavebands which
need to be converted are switched to the TWBC
pool. After conversion, the converted wavebands of the same input link are firstly converged by a coupler and then switched to the
output links by a BV-WSS according to their
destinations.
NA-III is almost the same with NA-II, exc-
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ept the switching components after conversion.
As shown in Figure 3 (c), the N sets of couplers and BV-WSSs in NA-II are replaced by
an (N*M)×(N*K) PXC in NA-III. The parameter K represents the maximum number of
converted wavebands allowed for each output
link.
NA-IV is different from the above three node
architectures, in which TWBCs are shared by
all the input links in the node. As shown in
Figure 3 (d), compared with NA-III, an additional (N*K)×(N*M) PXC is placed before
the TWBC pool to switch the wavebands which need to be converted to the corresponding
converters. Besides the representation described in NA-III, the parameter K in NA-IV
China Communications • August 2013

Fig.4 Structural contention in the proposed node architectures (a) SC-1 (b) SC-2 (c) SC-3 (d) SC-4

also represents the maximum number of wavebands allowed to be converted for each input
link. If K is equal to M, which means no more
than M wavebands are allowed to be converted for each input link, this node architecture would be degenerated to the case of
shared per link as NA-III. When the value of K
increases, the advantage of NA-IV will be enhanced.

3.2 Structural Contention
In this subsection, we analyse the blocking performance of the proposed node architectures.
The ideal node architecture with full waveband conversion capability is chosen as the
reference. Compared with the ideal node architecture, all the node structures described in
Section 3.1 have some types of structural contention. Four types of structural contention are
shown in Figure 4 to illustrate the different
blocking performances of the four node architectures. In this case, we assume M=2 and K=3.
In the figures, the left side shows the spectrum
of input links before switching and waveband
conversion, and the right side shows the spectrum of output links after switching and waveband conversion in the ideal node architecture.
The first type of Structural Contention (SC-1)
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is the contention between unconverted wavebands and converted wavebands in the same
input link, which is shown in Figure 4 (a).
There are two input links and two output links
in this example. Since the wavebands B1 and
B3 have the same Output Link (OUT 1) with
overlapping spectrums, one of them (e.g., B3)
should be converted to the unused spectrum.
The scenario for waveband B2 and B4 is similar. The four wavebands can be switched without contention in the ideal case as shown in
Figure 4 (a). However, it cannot be realised in
NA-I since the converted wavebands need to
be multiplexed back with the unconverted ones
before switching. SC-1 only exists in NA-I and
can be avoided in other three node architectures,
since converted wavebands and unconverted
wavebands are separately switched in the latter three ones.
The second type of Structural Contention
(SC-2) is the contention between the converted wavebands in the same link, which is shown in Figure 4 (b). There are three input links
and three output links in this example. The
wavebands B1 and B2 from input 1 are to be
switched to outputs 2 and 3 accordingly. As
shown in Figure 4 (b), there are unused spectrums in outputs 2 and 3 which are large
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Table I Structural Contention in four node architectures
NA-I
NA-II
NA-III
NA-IV

SC-1*
√
×
×
×

SC-2
√
√
×
×

SC-3
×
×
√
√

SC-4
√
√
√
×

*The notions SC-1, SC-2, SC-3 and SC-4 in the header
row denote the four types of Structural Contention
described in Figure 4 accordingly.

Table II Key devices in four node architectures
NA-I
NA-II
NA-III
NA-IV

TWBC
M*N
M*N
M*N
M*N

BV-WSS
N: 1×N*; N: 1×(M+1)
N: 1×N; N: 1×M; N: 1×(N+1)
N: 1×M; N: 1×(N+1)
N: 1×K; N: 1×(N+1)

PXC
0
0
1: (N*M)×(N*K)
2: (N*M)×(N*K)

*The notion “N: 1×N” in the table represents N BV-WSS with port 1×N.

enough for the two wavebands. However, since the wavebands B1 and B2 after conversion
have overlapping spectrums, the waveband conversion cannot be realised in NA-I and NA-II
as converted wavebands from the same link
are firstly converged by a coupler before switching. SC-2 exists in NA-I and NA-II, and
can be avoided in NA-III and NA-IV by introducing the output PXC.
The third type of Structural Contention
(SC-3) is the contention because of the port
count limitation of the output PXC, which is
shown in Figure 4 (c). In this example, there
are six wavebands (B1, B2, B3, B4, B6 and B7)
which are to be switched to output 1. The
three wavebands B1, B3 and B6 have common
spectrums, thus two of them need to be converted. The situation for wavebands B2, B4 and
B7 is the same. Therefore, at least four converted wavebands should be switched to output link 1. However, the maximum number of
converted wavebands for each output link in
NA-III and NA-IV cannot exceed three as
K=3 is assumed. Therefore, in this example,
there is contention in NA-III and NA-IV although the number of wavebands which need
to be converted in each input link does not
exceed the number of TWBCs. SC-3 exists in
NA-III and NA-IV, and can be eliminated if
we increase the value of K.
The fourth type of Structural Contention
(SC-4) is the contention because of the limita-
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tion of TWBCs in each input link, which is
shown in Figure 4 (d). In this example, there
are six wavebands which need to be converted,
among which two (B3 and B4) are from input 1,
three (B5, B6 and B9) from input 2 and one
(B12) from input 3. In NA-I, NA-II and NA-III,
TWBCs are shared by each input link and a
maximum of two wavebands are allowed to be
converted in each input link as M=2 is assumed. Therefore, one of the three wavebands
in input 2 should be blocked in these three
node architectures. SC-4 exists in NA-I, NA-II
and NA-III, and can be avoided in NA-IV
since TWBCs are shared by all input links in
the node with the input PXC.
As a summary, the structural contention in
the four proposed node architectures is shown
in Table I. From the table, we can find that the
blocking performance of NA-I is the worst
which suffers from three types of Structural
Contention (SC-1, SC-2 and SC-4). The blocking performance of NA-IV is the best with
only one type (SC-3). The blocking performances of NA-II and NA-III are close with two
types of structural contention. SC-2 and SC-4
exist in NA-II, while SC-3 and SC-4 exist in
NA-III.

3.3 Key devices
The components used in the proposed four
node architectures are compared in this subsection. For simplicity, only three key devices
are listed in Table II: TWBC, BV-WSS, and
PXC. The number of TWBCs in the four node
architectures is the same, which is N*M for
one node (or M for each input link). The other
two devices: BV-WSS and PXC, are both
port-sensitive, i.e., the cost of them are sensitive to port counts. Therefore, both the number
and port counts of the components are shown
in Table II. Despite the difference in port
counts, the number of BV-WSSs required in
NA-II is 3*N, which is the largest of the four,
while the other three only need 2*N. The
PXCs are only required in NA-III and NA-IV,
the number of which are 1 and 2 accordingly.
The BV-WSSs are used in all the four node
architectures, which demultiplex wavebands
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with flexible bandwidths. One of the feasible
technologies of BV-WSSs is the Liquid Crystal (LC) [24]. In this paper, five types of BVWSSs with different port counts are required:
1×N, 1×(N+1), 1×M, 1×(M+1) and 1×K. Generally, the value N (i.e., node degree) is small
(N=4 or 5 is enough for most optical networks).
The parameter M and K are also not large. As
evaluated in the simulation in the next section,
M=12 and K=16 are sufficient in NA-IV to
approximate the blocking performance of full
waveband conversion. Therefore, the BV-WSS
with port 1×16 is sufficient to support the
node architectures proposed in this paper. The
scalability of BV-WSSs can be realised by parallel BV-WSSs with smaller port counts. For
example, a BV-WSS with port 1×16 can be
realised by one 1×4 splitter and four BV-WSSs
with port 1×4.
The PXCs with port (N*M)×(N*K) are used
in NA-III and NA-IV to share the limited number of TWBCs more effectively by all the input/output links in the node. From the view of
input links, with K>M, some input links can
support more than M but no more than K
wavebands to be converted, providing that the
total number of wavebands which need to be
converted is no more than N*M. The asymmetric PXCs can save port counts in one side
compared with symmetric PXCs. Nevertheless,
they are not indispensable and can be replaced
with symmetric ones. For example, the asymmetric PXCs with port (N*M)×(N*K) (with
K>M) used in NA-III and NA-IV can be realised by symmetric ones with port (N*K)×
(N*K). There are many switching technologies
[25] to realise the PXC, such as MEMS [26].
In our example, with node degree N=4, M=12
and K=16, the PXC with port 64×48 (or the
symmetric one with port 64×64) is sufficient.
For scalability, the port counts of PXCs can be
set one time larger (i.e., 128×96 for asymmetric PXC or 128×128 for symmetric one).

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performances of blocking probability in
the proposed four node architectures are compared by simulation in this section. We assume
China Communications • August 2013

Fig.5 Blocking probability vs. normalised traffic load in two scenarios (a) M=5,
K=10 (b) M=10, K=20

that the link consists of 400 subbands with
granularity of 10 GHz. The traffic load arrives
according to Poisson arrival, with bandwidth
varying from 1 to 19 subbands, on the average
of 10 subbands. The traffic is uniformly distributed, i.e., the traffic from one input link
has the same probability to be switched to the
N output links. The node degree N is set to 4
in the simulation.
The blocking probabilities of the four node
architectures with different traffic loads are
shown in Figure 5. The blocking probabilities
of the two special cases — no Waveband
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Fig.6 Blocking probability vs. number of TWBCs for median and heavy load
(a) ρ=0.5 (b) ρ=0.8

Conversion (no WBC) and full WBC are also
shown as a reference. The results in Figure 5
(a) and 5 (b) are obtained with parameters
M=5, K=10 and M=10, K=20 respectively.
From Figure 5 (a), we can see that the blocking performance of NA-IV is the best of the
four, while the other three are almost the same.
In Figure 5 (b), the performance of NA-IV is
also the best and that of NA-I is the worst,
while the other two are still close. This is reasonable according to the blocking analysis in
the previous section. Compared with the case
of no WBC, the blocking probabilities of the
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four proposed node architectures with WBC
are all improved significantly. For example, at
traffic load ρ=0.5, the block probability is reduced 1-2 magnitudes in Figure 5 (a) and 2-3
magnitudes in Figure 5 (b).
Figure 6 shows the blocking probability
versus the number of TWBCs for each link
(denoted as M). The results shown in Figure 6
(a) and 6 (b) are simulated at median (ρ=0.5)
and heavy (ρ=0.8) traffic loads respectively.
For all the four node architectures, the blocking probabilities decrease when the number of
TWBCs increases. When M is zero (i.e., no
WBC is implemented), the blocking probabilities of the four are the same, which is equal to
that of no WBC. When M increases, the blocking probabilities of the four node architectures decrease dramatically at the beginning
and become stable gradually. As depicted in
the previous section, NA-I and NA-II have
inevitable structural contention, which cannot
be eliminated by the increment of M. Therefore, the blocking probabilities of NA-I and
NA-II cannot achieve that of full WBC however the value of M is increased The floor
level of NA-II is much lower than that of
NA-I, which indicates the probability of
structural contention in NA-I is much higher.
On the other hand, the blocking probability of
NA-III and NA-IV can achieve that of full
WBC if M is large enough.
To evaluate the sharing efficiency of TWBCs,
the sufficient number of TWBCs required for
each input link is defined as the minimal value
of M at which the blocking probability reaches
that of full WBC (with relative difference less
than 5%). The sufficient number of TWBCs
for NA-III and NA-IV is shown in Figure 7.
As we can see, the sufficient number is related
to the traffic load, which is large when the
traffic load is heavy. It is because that for heavy traffic, the contention occurs more frequently and thus more TWBCs are needed. The
sufficient number is also related to the node
architectures. In Figure 7, we can see that at
the heavy load (ρ=1), the sufficient number of
TWBCs is 12 in NA-IV, but is 15 in NA-III,
which means a number of 20% TWBCs are
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saved in NA-IV compared with that in NA-III.
The reason is that the TWBCs in NA-IV are more
effectively used by sharing in the whole node.
The blocking probability versus the port
number per link in PXC (i.e., the parameter K)
is shown in Figure 8. Among the four node
architectures, the blocking performances of
NA-III and NA-IV are related to K. For clarification, only the performances of NA-II,
NA-III, NA-IV and full WBC are shown in
Figure 8. In the simulation, the value of M is
fixed at 10, and the value of K varies from 10
to 20. When K is equal to M, the performances
of NA-III and NA-IV are the same, as the
number of TWBCs for each link in NA-IV is
also no more than M, which is the same in
NA-III. Therefore, the blocking probabilities
of NA-III and NA-IV are the same when K=10
as shown in Figure 8. We can also find that the
blocking probability of NA-II is lower than
that of NA-III and NA-IV when K is small. It
is because that the output port number of
NA-III and NA-IV is limited by K, which
would introduce high probability of SC-3 described in the previous section. The blocking
probabilities of NA-III and NA-IV decrease
when K increases. The blocking probability
does not decrease any more if K is large
enough. The sufficient number of K is around
16 in both median (ρ=0.5) and heavy (ρ=0.8)
traffic loads. As shown in Figure 8 (a), the blocking probability of NA-IV can reach the case
of full WBC at median traffic load (ρ=0.5).
However, at heavy load (ρ=0.8) as shown in
Figure 8 (b), the blocking probability of NAIV is always higher than that of full WBC
however K is increased. This is because of the
limitation on M, which has been discussed in
the previous paragraph.

Fig.7 Sufficient number of TWBCs for NA-III and NA-IV

V. CONCLUSION
The node architectures for EONs with waveband conversion were discussed in this paper.
Based on the placement and sharing schemes
of TWBCs, four node architectures were proposed and their performances are compared by
simulation.
From the simulation, we found that WBC
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Fig.8 Blocking probability vs. port number in PXC for median and heavy load
(a) ρ=0.5 (b) ρ=0.8
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can improve the blocking probabilities of the
node significantly, with reduction of 2-4 magnitudes at light load (ρ<0.5). Among the four
node architectures, the blocking performance
of NA-IV is the best, and that of NA-I is the
worst. The node architectures of NA-I and
NA-II have inevitable structural contention,
and cannot achieve the best blocking probability as that of full WBC. On the contrary, the
node architectures of NA-III and NA-IV can
achieve the blocking probability as that of full
WBC in case that the number of TWBCs (M)
and port number in PXC (K) are large enough.
In our simulation settings, to achieve the
blocking probability of full WBC (with relative difference less than 5%), M=12 and K=16
are required in NA-IV, while M=15 and K=16
are required in NA-III, which indicates that the
TWBCs are more effectively used in NA-IV
(shared per node) than in NA-III (shared per
link).
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